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By Consultant Anaesthetist Keith Kelly

Fountain Blue Publishing, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Capturing the dilemmas of gender, relationship, and
contemporary life, Shop Side will absorb you immediately in its world. Frantically struggling in a
web of stagnation and quirky friendships, Kaley Anderson is on a journey to find peace in her
mundane life. Kaley realizes she does not travel this avenue alone. What unfolds on this mission is
a series of invaluable lessons that make her life meaningful. Since she was a little girl, she has
wanted to be a musician or a writer, but isn t motivated to see these dreams through to completion.
The novel is set in West Memphis, Arkansas and centers on Kaley s business, a grocery store on one
side and a bagel shop on the other. She feels trapped in what she refers to as her career of doom.
Kaley s ongoing search for peace introduces her to a quirky and unbelievable cast of friends. She
discovers that Roscoe, her husband, wants to be a woman and later after their divorce transforms
himself into Rozie Redd Skye. Mary, whom is Kaley s best friend, suffers from...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide for publication fans. It can be rally exciting throgh studying time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to
read the book.
-- Maurine Rohan-- Maurine Rohan

It in a single of my personal favorite book. I really could comprehended almost everything using this composed e book. Your daily life period will be
enhance the instant you complete reading this article pdf.
-- Haskell Osinski-- Haskell Osinski
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